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Gold Price Technical Indicators
Support & Resistance
Resistance 2: US$ 1,312/Oz
Resistance 1: US$ 1,294/Oz
Current price: US$ 1,281/Oz
Support 1:
US$ 1,271Oz
Support 2:
US$ 1,261/Oz

Price Action
Short-Term: Bullish
Mid-Term:
Bullish
Long-Term: Bullish

Rising Global Uncertainty And Weaker U.S Data Drives
Gold up
Gold (USD) Price Chart

Indicative Price Table
A ctive
M o nth

Gold

Last P rice
(o z/g)

Weekly %
Change

Spot Pairs
Go ld/USD

1,281.35

Go ld/SGD

1,769.99

Go ld/M YR

5,456.82

Go ld/IDR

17,014,498

Go ld/THB

43,550.21

1.44
-1.19
-1.00
-1.20
-1.01

Futures Contract
A UG 17

1,283.70

ICE US Go ld (100 t.o z)

JUN 17

1,279.30

ICE US M ini Go ld (33.2 t.o z)(US$ )

A UG 17

1,282.10

TOCOM Go ld (1Kg)(¥)

A P R 18
A ctive
M o nth

Silver

4,524.00
Last P rice
(o z/g)

1.42
0.88
1.30
0.38
Weekly %
Change

Spot Pairs
Silver/USD

17.56

Silver/SGD

24.25

Silver/M YR

74.77

Silver/IDR

233,175

Silver/THB

597.80

0.92
-0.65
-0.48
-0.82
-0.80

Futures Contract
CM X Silver (5,000 t.o z)(US$ )

JUL 17

17.55

CM X Silver (1,000 t.o z)(US$ )

JUL 17

17.53

ICE US M ini Silver (1,000 t.o z)(US$ ) JUL 17

17.49

TOCOM Silver (10 Kg)(¥)

A P R 18

Palladium

A ctive
M o nth

62.20
Last P rice
(o z/g)

0.68
0.59
0.33
0.48
Weekly %
Change

Futures Contract
NYM P alladium (100 t.o z)(US$ )

SEP 17

838.30

TOCOM P alladium (500 g)(¥)

A P R 18

2,939

Platinum

A ctive
M o nth

Last P rice
(o z/g)

4.44
4.74
Weekly %
Change

Futures Contract
NYM P latinum (50 t.o z)(US$ )

JUL 17

955.10

TOCOM P latinum (500 g)(¥)

A P R 18

3,386

La s t Upda t e d a t ( S G T im e ) :

1.49
-0.44

Fundamental Driver(s)
Weaker-than-Expected U.S Data
U.S Economic Data
May ISM (Services/Non-Manufacturing)
Composite
April Factory Orders
April Durable Goods Orders

Actual

Consensus

Prior

56.9

57.1

57.5

-0.20%
-0.80%

-0.20%
-0.60%

1.00%
-0.70%

Last night’s U.S May ISM (Services/ Non-Manufacturing) came out worse than expected,
coming in at 56.9 versus consensus of 57.71. April durable goods orders came out worse
than expected at -0.8% versus consensus of -0.6%. These data released continue to
reduce the possibility of a FOMC rate hike next Thursday Morning. This has supported
gold prices.

Conservative Party’s Narrowing Lead
UK General Elections Opinion Polls
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The recent wave of terror attacks in the UK has seemed to weaken Prime Minister’s
Theresa May and her Conservative Parties lead just 2 days before the British goes to the
polls. The Financial Markets are not in favour of a non-decisive Conservative victory or
loss as it will further complicated the difficult and complex BrExit negotiations. Gold prices
have been rising in tandem with a falling Conservative lead.

What to watch out for:
SG Day

SG Time

Tuesday

5:00 PM

Events/ Economic Data
Eurozone April Retail Sales

Gold prices are expected to stay elevated until Thursday night in light of all
these global uncertainties.
Please read carefully the important disclosures at the end of this publication.
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below.
This publication has been provided to you for personal use only and shall not be reproduced distributed or published by you in whole or in part, for any purpose. If you have
received this document by mistake, please delete or destroy it, and notify the sender immediately. Phillip Futures shall not be liable for any direct or consequential loss
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to any special, direct, indirect, incidental or consequential losses, loss of profits and damages) of any reliance or usage of this publication or (ii) accept any legal responsibility
from any person who receives this publication, even if it has been advised of the possibility of such damages. You must make the final investment decision and accept all
responsibility for your investment decision including but not limited to your reliance on the information, data and/or other materials presented in this publication.
Any opinions, forecasts, assumptions, estimates, valuations and prices contained in this material are as of the date indicated and are subject to change at any time without
prior notice.
Past performance of any product referred to in this publication is not indicative of future results.
This report does not constitute, and should not be used as a substitute for, tax, legal or investment advice. This publication should not be relied upon exclusively or as
authoritative without further being subject to the recipient’s own independent verification and exercise of judgment. The fact that this publication has been made available
constitutes neither a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction nor a representation that any product described in this material is suitable or appropriate for the
recipient. Recipients should be aware that many of the products which may be described in this publication involve significant risks and may not be suitable for all investors,
and that any decision to enter into transactions involving such products should not be made unless all such risks are understood and an independent determination has been
made that such transactions would be appropriate. Any discussion of the risks contained herein with respect to any product should not be considered to be a disclosure of all
risks or a complete discussion of such risks.
Nothing in this report shall be construed to be an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any product. Any decision to purchase any product mentioned in this research
should take into account existing public information, including any registered prospectus in respect of such product.
Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its officers, directors, employees or persons involved in the preparation
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or issuance of this report may, from time to time maintain a long or short position in securities referred to herein, or in related futures or options, purchase or sell, make a
market in, or engage in any other transaction involving such securities, and earn brokerage or other compensation in respect of the foregoing. Investments will be
denominated in various currencies including US dollars and Euro and thus will be subject to any fluctuation in exchange rates between US dollars and Euro or foreign
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To the extent permitted by law, Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its officers, directors, employees or
persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this report, may at any time engage in any of the above activities as set out above or otherwise hold a interest, whether
material or not, in respect of companies and investments or related investments which may be mentioned in this publication. Accordingly, information may be available to
Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its officers, directors, employees or persons involved in the preparation
or issuance of this report, which is not reflected in this material, and Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited to its
officers, directors, employees or persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this report, may, to the extent permitted by law, have acted upon or used the information
prior to or immediately following its publication. Phillip Futures, or persons associated with or connected to Phillip Futures, including but not limited its officers, directors,
employees or persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this report, may have issued other material that is inconsistent with, or reach different conclusions from, the
contents of this material.
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distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to the applicable law or regulation or which would subject Phillip Futures to any registration or licensing or other
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publication.
This material is intended for general circulation only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular
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